Enhanced analysis of human breast cancer proteomes using micro-scale solution isoelectrofocusing combined with high resolution 1-D and 2-D gels.
Current methods for quantitatively comparing proteomes (protein profiling) have inadequate resolution and dynamic range for complex proteomes such as those from mammalian cells or tissues. More extensive profiling of complex proteomes would be obtained if the proteomes could be reproducibly divided into a moderate number of well-separated pools. But the utility of any prefractionation is dependent upon the resolution obtained because extensive cross contamination of many proteins among different pools would make quantitative comparisons impractical. The current study used a recently developed microscale solution isoelectrofocusing (musol-IEF) method to separate human breast cancer cell extracts into seven well-resolved pools. High resolution fractionation could be achieved in a series of small volume tandem chambers separated by thin acrylamide partitions containing covalently bound immobilines that establish discrete pH zones to separate proteins based upon their pIs. In contrast to analytical 2-D gels, this prefractionation method was capable of separating very large proteins (up to about 500 kDa) that could be subsequently profiled and quantitated using large-pore 1-D SDS gels. The pH 4.5-6.5 region was divided into four 0.5 pH unit ranges because this region had the greatest number of proteins. By using very narrow pH range fractions, sample amounts applied to narrow pH range 2-D gels could be increased to detect lower abundance proteins. Although 1.0 pH range 2-D gels were used in these experiments, further protein resolution should be feasible by using 2-D gels with pH ranges that are only slightly wider than the pH ranges of the musol-IEF fractions. By combining musol-IEF prefractionation with subsequent large pore 1-D SDS-PAGE (>100 kDa) and narrow range 2-D gels (<100 kDa), large proteins can be reliably quantitated, many more proteins can be resolved, and lower abundance proteins can be detected.